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programs to provide alternatives

halls" Barr said.
Policy changes regarding student
monitored parties, and the liability
After six years of discouraging re
students hold in being hosts are be
sults, UOP s Alcohol Policy Commit
ing discussed, as well as sufficient
tee is continuing to work on reshap
amounts of non-alcoholic beverages
ing policies towards non-alcoholic
and food at events.
alternatives and student wellness on
"Eating food helps immensely in
campus.
slowing down the absorption of al
"Students need to shift the focus
cohol into the system. Woment who
of parties from booze to fun. If alco
eat lightly or who are on a diet can
hol is there, it should be incidental,
really get sick easily with a little al
or at least not central," said William
cohol," said Barr.
Barr, dean of students.
The campus provides ample op
UOP has seen major changes in
portunity on weekends to enjoy so
its alcohol policies over the past de
cial life at parties. Most of the gath
cade in response to student and fra
erings involve alcoholic beverages,
ternity misconduct, according to Barr.
but very few non-alcoholic alterna
Revisions made in 1989 helped re
tives. "We should have a University
solve alcohol induced disputes be
fund that provides money for frater
tween SAE and Archania and put the
nities so they can supply non-alco
responsibility of alcohol use on the
holic drinks because they (fraterni
backs of students, rather than univer
ties! may not be able to supply both
sity liability.
non-alcoholic and alcoholic bever
"When I came here in 1974, two
ages, and people don't want to drink
of the circle fraternities were selling
water", said student Anne Miller.
alcohol by the glass in their base
In response to finding alterna
tives to the alcohol scene, students,
ments and advertising that fact on
faculty and administrators have dis
the campus. In addition, residence
cussed the possibilities of an on-camhalls were spending house fees on
pus coffee house. If such plans ever
beer for students in the residence

Pacifican staff writer
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Is extra help for learning
disabled students unfair?
JANELL BAUER
Pacifican guest writer
Officials of UOP's Educational
Resource Center are on a tightrope,
trying to balance the need to help
students with learning disabilities
while not giving them an unfair ad
vantage over other students compet
ing in the classroom.
Howard Houck, coordinator of
learning disability support, said that
some faculty members are uncom
fortable with accommodations given
to the learning disabled because they
see it as providing an unfair advan
tage.
"We are trying to make the play
ing field level, we want them to have
the some opportunities as everyone

else," said Houck, who added that
providing academic accommodations
is no different than providing handi
cap parking.
UOP has printed a handbook for
the benefit of professors. The hand
book explains the different disorders
and possible accommodations they
might give students with special
needs. The handbook also recom
mends ways that professors can help
students be successful.
One of the disorders that has
caused some skepticism is attention
deficit disorder, or ADD. Students
who suffer from this have problems
with paying attention in class or
while studying, they can be impul
sive, hyperactive, have mood swings,

See Learning disabiity page 2

materialize, this would provide stu
dents with an enjoyable, relaxing at
mosphere where students could
gather without having to drive off
campus to the java havens of Stock
ton.
"I feel very strongly that students
have so much potential, and alcohol
use can act as a road block," said Ticka
Rossetto, a health educator and Cross
roads coordinator who serves on the
policy committee.
In the spirit of coffee house plans,
the ROAD program (Responsible Op
tions for Alcohol and Drug use) is
sponsoring campus wide events for
students to enjoy without the pres
ence of alcohol. Recently a St.
Patrick's Day jazz and blues coffee
house was held in Grace Covell's Ti
ger Lounge where students joined for
live music and coffee samplings.

New SCT
director to
tackle
problems
DEANNA STEPHENSON
Pacifican guest writer
After 15
years at the
University of
San Francisco,
T i m o t h y
Schickendanz
has taken on
his
biggest
challenge:
moving
to
UOP and try
ing
to
Schickendanz
straighten out
its troubled computer system.
Schickendanz is the new direc
tor of operations for the Systems
and Computer Technology Corpo
ration, or SCT, which has faced a

See SCT director page 2
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Learning disability
continued from page 1

UOP's Engineering school

a low frustration tolerance, and diffi
culty falling asleep. All of these prob
lems affect academic performance.
"It is a concern that, since it's an
invisible disease, some people will
take unfair advantage of it," Houck
said. Students must have documen
tation from a licensed psychologist in
order to qualify for accommodations,
and Houck said that it's easy to say a
student is faking it, if you don't have
the condition yourself.
Support for students with learn
ing disabilities is available, and Houck
encourages students to visit. "If we're
going to err, we want to err favor of
the student," said Houck
Students names are kept com
pletely confidential. When a profes
sor receives a letter stating that a stu
dent needs extra help, that professor
is not allowed to discuss it with any
one, including other faculty. A stu
dent must give their consent before
anyone is given information about
their disability.
"Nothing appears on a student's
transcript or diploma. They are main
stream students," said Houck.
Pacific students first hear about
what the Learning Resource Center
has to offer when they receive UOP's
acceptance package. Once at orienta
tion, students are reminded by their
Student Advisors that UOP has a cen-

establishes explorer post

SCT director

An engineering Boy Scouts of
America Explorer Post is being es
tablished at UOP as a joint effort
of the UOP School of Engineering
and the Boy Scouts of America.
The post will expose high
school students who are prospec
tive engineers to various aspects of
the field and provide technical ex
periences that improve their aca
demic preparation, according to
Prof. Gary Martin, coordinator of
the project.
For more information contact
Geib at 473-2230 or 478-0272.

continued from page 1

Graduation announcements
Orders for personalized gradu
ation announcements can be
placed through Jostens, which will
be on campus today, Mar. 30 and
Friday, Mar. 31. There will be ge
neric invitations for sale through
the McCaffrey Student Center In
formation Area, located in the Stu
dent Lounge (University Center).
If you have any questions regard
ing invitations, please call 9462171.

Tuesday World Forum
"50 Years of New Japan," will
be presented on April 4, at 12 noon
in Bechtel center by UOP Profes
sor Emeritus Leonard Humphreys.
Humphreys has logged consider
able time in Japan—first with Gen
eral MacArthur's post-war forces
and then as a professor and scholar.
The years since the end of World
War II have been ones of remark
able renewal and transformation in
Japan. Prof. Humphreys will share
his observations on Japan's post
war experience.

Career fair for students
College students seeking fulltime or part-time employment op
portunities are invited to attend a
free career fair at the San Jose
Hilton & Towers, Saturday, April 1
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
The one-day career fair is de
signed for Fortune 500 companies
and government agencies to inter
view and hire Hispanicstudents for
careers in management. However,
students of all ethnicities are wel
comed to attend the career fair.
College students may also attend
the Student Leadership Conference
held the same day at the hotel. A
student ID and resume are required
for free admission For more infor
mation, call 287-2100.

withering round of criticism due to
many shortcomings in its handling
of UOP's computer operations.
"Our primary goal is to clean up
problems and that's where we're con
centrating our efforts," Schickendanz
said. "I've been doing this for 30 years
and we still suffer from equipment
malfunctions. Something is going to
fail once in a while."
One problem with SCT is perfor
mance, and SCT offered to purchase
some needed computers at a March 8
meeting with UOP officials. Addi
tional disk drives for the systems are
currently
on
order,
said
Schickendanz.
The January 22 crash of UOP's
Banner computer system caused the
university so much concern that
SCT's president and various top ex
ecutives flew to UOP from their head
quarters in Pennsylvania to discuss
the system's many problems.
Due to the crash, UOP officials
couldn't hire new employees, teach
ers couldn't add or drop students
from classes and administrators
couldn't issue grade reports.
Mike Goins, vice president of fi
nance for UOP, told The Pacifican six
weeks ago that UOP's contract with
SCT "would call for them doing some
upgrades on hardware, campus net
working, doing so,me, upgrades, on

ter that works solely to provide help
for learning disabilities.
To qualify, a student must see a
licensed psychologist or visit UOP's
clinical services at Cowell Health
Center for an assessment. The psy
chologist can determine what help is
necessary for the student to succeed
academically.

UOP faculty has been
very supportive and
cooperative in terms of
providing students with
the accommodations
that are necessary for
academic success
Extra help for students with learn
ing disabilities can include receiving
copies of classmates notes, early ac
cess to textbooks, additional time on
tests, audio taped copies of exams,
enlarged print, alternative exam for
mats, use of professor approved notes
with exams, practice on old tests and
audio taped lectures.
UOP faculty has been very sup
portive and cooperative in terms of
providing students with the accom
modations that are necessary for aca
demic success, says Houck. "Overall
the faculty has been excellent, espe
cially considering that it does require
extra work on their part," he said.
academic computing and administra
tive workstations."
"At this point we want them to
complete and meet total satisfaction
with the university in terms of soft
ware," said Goins.
Goins said SCT has "three big is
sues they are working on: improve
the response time, finalize some re
porting capabilities, and improve net
working."
He said SCT's contract, which
started in 1992, will expire in 1999.
The 7-year contract is valued at ap
proximately $14 million.
"The SCT program has been a
countinous problem on campus. The
whole system has not has been what
we bargined for," said PegCiccoleUa,
chair of the academic council.
SCT brought in Schickendanz to
help with the difficulties.
At USF, Schickendanz managed
both academic and administrative
operations.
Progress of the issues cited by
Goins includes an increased response
time of a second and a half, said
Schickendanz. The upgrade is ex
pected to make quite a difference.
"I feel it's imperative that the IBM
system be available for use 99 percent,
or more, of the time and we're striv
ing for time that's even greater than
that," said Schickendanz. "My con
cern for the future is the computer's
lack of networking facility, because
that's where computing is going."
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Foreign students ineligible
for aid on tuition hike
KATHERINE LE
pacifican guest writer
Hundreds of students are able to
afford to attend UOP only because of

the scholarships they receive. But for
the 197 foreign exchange students
here, the financial battle is a lot
tougher: University policy says they
are not eligible for financial aid.
Some UOP officials would like to
see this policy change. They believe
foreign exchange students should be
eligible for aid, just like any other stu
dent on campus.
"It doesn't matter if someone is
foreign or not foreign. If we can at
tract the students to UOP it is worth
it," said Dean Martin Needier of the
School of International Studies. "If it
means aid to the students then so be
it."
Traditionally, aid is available to
American citizens or permanent resi
dents based on a need basis. The fed
eral government has determined for
eign students are not as needy as
other students, said Needier, who
thinks aid based on merit should be
offered to foreign students.
Needier recently asked the finan
cial aid office to consider his proposal,
but it has not been addressed.
While the financial aid office does
not make the final decision, it does
look at proposals to decide if they
would be good for the institution.
"We play more of a review role.

We look at the plan and work through
the details, said Lynn Fox, director
of financial aid.
Currently, there are three en
dowed scholarships within the School
of International Studies that foreign
exchange students are qualified to
receive. These three scholarships are
the Rom Landau Scholarship, which
is equivalent to half of the tuition,
the George and Isabell Wilson Schol
arship which is $5,500 a year, and the
Arthur Cullen Scholarship, which
provides $1,200 yearly.
These three scholarships are spe
cifically for incoming freshman.
There are existing scholarships avail
able for students who are currently
enrolled, but they are only available
when someone graduates.
Some UOP students agree with
Needier, and think financial aid
should be given to foreign students.
"I don't see why foreign students
don't get aid. After all, they are stu
dents and should be able to receive
what regular students receive," said
economics major Leslie Tominaga.
Because UOP does not offer any
aid other than the three endowed
scholarships, to foreign students, it
has closed the door to some perspec
tive students.
"I have some friends in Indone
sia that would like to come here but
they cannot afford the cost," said ex
change student Lily Chi.
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AKL hopes to have a fraternity house built on land between the tennis
courts and the townhouses, across the bridge from the main campus.

AKL fraternity still hopes
to have house built by Fall
TANISHA CARDEN
Pacifican staff writer
Alpha
Kappa
Lambda
fraternity's long-held hopes to build
a fraternity house by the fall of 1996
do not appear any closer to reality,
according to UOP officials.
The fraternity and its advisor
Joe King, a professor of electrical
engineering, still say that the house
will be completed by October 1996.
"We're ahead of schedule for what
we anticipated for the actual pro
cess," said Scott Alexander, presi
dent of AKL.
However, Tom Kennedy, the fi
nancial advisor for the fraternity,
said that no date has been set and
that the fraternity is still in the
planning stages. "Hopefully, we're
near the end of step one, which is
the concept level. We're operating
to build consensus among key play
ers in the university and preparing
the finances," said Kennedy.
"They haven't been given a
blank check to build," said Jim
Falcone, director of residential life
and housing. Falcone and Joe Kiram
of physical plant met with Kennedy
last week to discuss possible con
struction plans for the house.
After losing their two fraternity
houses on Fulton Street several
years ago, AKL signed an agreement
•witlvthe -university 'in- September

1990 saying the funds acquired
from the sale of the universityowned homes would be put into the
university account.
Last semester, The Pacifican re
ported the fraternity had negotiated
a letter of intent for a ground lease
to build the new house. The new
house would be built north of the
Calaveras River between the
Townhouse Complex and Brookside
Field, next to the tennis courts.
There were two stipulations to the
agreement: first, the fraternity must
increase its membership and sec
ondly, raise the funds beyond what
is currently set aside for them in the
university account ($120,000) to
help pay for the building costs.
By reorganizing their local
chapter, membership has increased
from 16 to 33 this semester. With a
second rush later in the semester,
the fraternity hopes to add five to
ten new members,, according to
Alexander.
The fraternity has only in
creased its funds in the university
account to $135,000, according to
Kennedy.
UOP officials were set to meet
with fraternity representatives to
discuss the plans for construction
on March 28, too late for the results
of that meeting to be reported in
this week's Pacifican.
.r
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IN HOME ECONOMICS
lamps and lights? Do you turn

They're simple to
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can save electricity
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Campus Crime Report
Thefts
On Mar. 8, a Japanese/English
dictionary was stolen from WPC.
On Mar. 1 7, a ski rack was sto
len from Pacific Circle.

On Mar. 19, stolen signs were
found in Grace Covell Hall.

Arrest
On Mar. 16, a $20,000 warrant
arrest was made in the SAE/Church
parking lot.
On Mar. 18, there was DUI ar
rest on Pacific /Alpine.
On Mar. 19, car occupants
were cited for marijuana posses
sion on Pershing/Princeton.
On Mar. 20, two subjects were
arrested for theft on Mendocino by
Physical Plant.

Vandalism
On Mar. 1 7, two tires were
slashed on Stadium Drive.
On Mar. 19, a vehicle window
was smashed in the Townhouse
Parking Lot.

News
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Burglaries
On Mar. 17, An answering ma
chine and jewelry was stolen from
Grace Covell Hall.

Ok Arid 3r»-»Ai^*T7

On Mar. 22, petty cash was sto
len from Jesse Ballantyne.
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THAT'S WHY JOSJENS. OFFERS SPECIALLY
PRICED COLLI

Special Announcement
Classes are now available on
campus for the use of "tear gas"
as a deterrent to attack. This short
class will permit you to purchase a
canister of tear gas to be used for
personal protection. Call Public
Safety at 946-2537 to register.

w

Did you know?
During this period of time,
Public Safety officers provided 28
hours of foot, 2 hours of bicycle
patrol to the campus, provided 6
escorts, found 4 open doors, and
contacted 23 suspicious persons.
Officers also assisted 17 stranded
motorists and contacted eight in
dividuals with open alcoholic bev
erage containers.

Date: March 29-31 and April 3 and 4
Time: 10-3
Place: McCaffrey Center

Tampering with
Fire Alarm System

You Can Help
Recycle Life!

On Mar. 21, a pull station was
pulled in Grace Covell.

Bring in ad for

Miles Inc., a national pharmaceutical
leader, is currently seeking healthy people tc
participate in a quality plasma drive in our
Two Hours of
community.
Your Time Each
The
plasma drive is open to adults age 18
Week Can Make
to 70 who are in good health and meet Miles'
A Difference.
donation
requirements.
You Help Save
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is
Lives! At The
used
to make medicines to treat people w ith
Same Time. You
life-threatening diseases such as hemophilia
Contribute To
and congenital emphysema. Plasma-based
The Benefit Of
Your Community! medicines are also used to save the lives of
burn victims, people in shock, and certain
newborns whose lives are threatened.
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Rates

^Unlimited Mileage
Available
4Free Customer

Call Today:

Pickup

465-0284

Ask how your C0AfMWV77Y group
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Par Appointments

Downtown Stockton

Lodi

942-0161

368-0668

North Stockton

Tracy

472-9703

835-9640

^

& Information

Center Hours

MILES

7:00-4:30
246 E. Church St
Stockton, CA 95203

Miles Inc.
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A Few Things To Know
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Hey on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule And it's
not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise with your wallet
as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call, just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT
It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's something
that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the other end some serious
money You'll be glad you did.
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$3C» State student sues over lecture
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Craig Rogers went to his Psychol
100 class at Sacramento State
University earlier this month expect
ing the usual Freudian fare.
But the 33-year-old father of two
said what he saw and heard during
thehourlong lecture made him "want
to vomit."
Guest lecturer Joanne Marrow, a
professor of human sexuality at Sac
State, discussed masturbation tips, sex
toys and female genitalia with the
psych class, illustrating her points
with a slide show.
And while the material may have
caused some students to blush, it
prompted Rogers to file a $2.5 mil
lion sexual harassment complaint
against the school.
Rogers contends that Marrow vio
lated Sac State's policy banning
speech that creates a "hostile, offen
sive or otherwise adverse environ
ment." During the lecture, the pro
ogy

fessor made jokes about male geni
tals and offered personal anecKs
about masturbation options. Rogers
also said he took offense at slides
comparing the genitalia of women
who had children with those who
had not.
Marrow, a lesbian and tenured
professor of psychology with 20 years
experience, has no comment on the
complaint. School officials said, how
ever, that this is the first complaint
brought against the professor, who
wrote the book, "Lesbian NunsBreaking Silence."
Marrow is one of a number of
guest lecturers that Professor William
Westbrook uses to present different
topics in his Psychology 100 courses,
explained Ann Reed, spokesperson
for Sacramento State.
California's Board of Control,
which determines if complaints have
enough evidence for a lawsuit, will
rule April 25 on the matter.

Age of marriages reaches high
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Couples saying "I do" today are
likely to be older than the newlyweds
of the past.
A few decades ago, most couples
tied the knot shortly after their 20th
birthdays.
But according to figures released
in l ebruary by the U.S. Department
of Commerce, the average age for
first-time marriages in America is at
an all-time high for both men and
women.
The statistics, which are based on
1993 census figures, say that the average age for men entering marriage
for the first time is 26.5, while women
are walking down the aisle at an av
erage age of 24.5.
Forty years ago, before two-in
come families were the norm, men
married at an average age of 22.6
while women first wed at an average
age of 20.2.

Experts say that many factors
could be prolonging the average age
of matrimony, including college,
work and financial instability.
"I didn't feel like getting married
when 1 was $30,000 in debt," says 26year-old Tom Savino, a graduate of
Loyola University in Chicago, who
will be getting married in May. "It's
kind of hard to start planning for a
family when you still owe some bank
most of your salary."
Although today's couples aren't
getting married until later in life, men
and women are moving in with each
other at approximately the same age
as couples who were married 40 years
ago, according to last year's Univer
sity of Chicago landmark sex survey.
The study found that more than
60 percent of the men surveyed first
moved in with a female when they
were 22, compared to the same per
centage of women who were 20 at the
time.

Second
The
University of the Pacific Awards
Applications available in the Office ojStudent Life and McCaffrey Center

University Student Awards
University; Excellence Award
This award is presented each year to one graduating senior who has demonstrated outstanding scholarship and extraordinary service to the university, its stu
dents, and the community. The criteriafor consideration are persistence and achievement.
>J I M. §
• Hf i*S v x

University Leadership Award

This award is given annually to one graduating senior who has, in a particularly innovative and creative way, contributed significantly to the quality of under
graduate life on campus. This would indude, but not be limited tq, outstanding leadership, scholarship, focus, dedication and foresight that
propelled the university intoa new arena.

University Co-Curricular Award
This award recognizes a depth of successful involvement in several different areas of campus life by well rounded students. This award is not lim'ted to any number of persons annually, but keeps with the educational
and co-curricular goals of the university, and is offered to no more than 5%
of the graduating class.

\

University Significant Contribution Award

*This award recognizes those students who have made significant and outstandmg contributions to a particular narrow area of the university life and/or that
' of the surrounding communities'. Again, the award is not limited to any num- . ber of persons annually, but will be offered to no more than 5% of the
** / : grafting dass.
:ul

•

|!| I

University Activity Awards
111

Excellence in Student Life Award
This award is presented to one person annually for his/her outstanding conthbhtion, dedication, general leadershipand spuria, the held of Student Life. It
Wes to recogrhze aT«empZy person who has bettered the life of students through role model,ng, creahve pregrammmg, ded.cat.on, and conhnuul scrv.cc.
g
exemplary pen,
^ individuai could be alumni, faculty, staff or community member.

Organization President of the Year Award Outstanding Organization Advisor
Most Improved Student Organization
Community Service Award Student Organization of the Year

Applications are due by April 7,1995 in the McCaffrey Center

Sponsored by theHunto Fund foiExcellence
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Eliminating football,
adding nothing
Iread the March 16 "AsISee It"
column by Christopher Shultz re
garding Pacific Football, I was ex
tremely upset. As a fourth year stu
dent at UOP, I was shocked at the
inaccuracies and myths incorpo
rated into Mr. Shultz's opinions. 1
feel that it is imperative that the stu
dents at this university should be
presented with some facts about
Pacific Football and that is what I
hope to provide.

i

GUEST COLUMN
Michelle Wishman '95
I decided that the first place to
find out the facts would be to go to
the appropriate source, Coach
Shelton. It amazes me that in Coach
Shelton's three years here, he has
never been asked for an interview re
garding the football program by any
member of the Pacifican staff. I am
thankful to Coach Shelton for mak
ing the time to meet with me and
answer my questions. To begin, foot
ball does not lose big money! Last
year, football made their budget and
did not lose money. In fact, approxi
mately three-fourths of the football
budget is re-circulated through the
university, for example, by utilizing
campus services for housing and
meals on recruiting trips.
Continuing on the subject of
money, it is completely misleading
to think that since football awarded
82 full scholarships last year, that the
elimination of the football program
would result in this money being
routed to other programs such as the
library or faculty salaries. UOP does
not write each football player a
check for $23,000 a year. As long as
enrollment in this university is
down and we have empty chairs in
the classrooms, the cost for each
football player to attend here is ex
tremely minimal. If football was
eliminated, there would be no
money to give the library and other
needing areas on campus. Besides,
with the revenues that the football
urogram earns, the cost per scholar
ship is lower for football than for any
other sport on campus. (Not to say
that any athletic scholarship is not
well deserved.)
So where does this money come
! rom? Walk on football players alone

.i9rr ?30t sisrf i«d o? frrso.'r:

bring in over $380,000 to UOP. (All
athletic walk-ons generate between
$500,000 to $2 million per year! Ti
ger football receives a number of sig
nificant private contributions which
help to enable the team to operate.
Another fact. Pacific Football has
guaranteed revenues for next season
of $780,000, not including any ticket
sales or other income sources. This
will accommodate for more than twothirds of the program's budget for
next year. In comparing UOP football
to other programs of similar schools
in size and status, we have about the
same equipment and other things on
less money. Simply put, we stretch
our dollar further because we are un
der-funded! If we take a moment to
step back and look at the big picture,
there are many other programs on
campus that do lose money and af
fect fewer students. Shouldn't we be
looking there?
Football at Pacific is one hundred
years old. Instead of rallying to sup
port our team, many have been quick
to criticize it based on a lack of infor
mation, rumors and myths. If we put
half as much energy into supporting
football as we do debating about it,
our team would probably have an
even better record. I urge students
and faculty to look deeper at what
football gives UOP. Tiger Football is
an opportunity! It is an opportunity
in that it is a means for us to reach
out to the Stockton community
which we have so effectively cut our
selves away from. It is a means to gen
erate pride in UOP and bring it state
and national recognition. Maybe the
Nebraska game wasn't televised on
ABC. Big deal. But UOP did receive
more state press coverage that week
end than any other private university.
Football creates employment, enroll
ment and diversity to this campus.
The ramifications of losing our
football program could cause an im
balance in gender equity with our
athletic programs, therefore resulting
in the possible loss of some women's
sports. And by the simple loss of rev
enue from football, other athletic pro
grams could be in threat of being cut.
As Coach Shelton said to me in our
interview, a loss of the program would
only result in "the elimination of
football and the addition of nothing"
to UOP.

Cartoon by Frank Flaherty

Letters to the Editor
More alumni support
football program
DEAR EDITOR:

As a native Stocktonian, I con
tinue to participate and enjoy vari
ous UOP activities and sports pro
grams. Football, as well as other col
lege sports, brings national recogni
tion to Pacific and is valuable in at
tracting students to the University.
I grew up going to college foot
ball games in Stockton, and that ex
citement continues for me to this day.
I would love to see a greater commu
nity attendance in support of univer
sity sports.
Many people are missing out on
the fun. College life is more than aca
demic pursuit and ivy-covered walls;
it should have balance, and the Divi
sion I football program has the abil
ity and potential to be that balance.

Sandra Russell
DEAR EDITOR:

1 am an alumnus who supports
DivisionIfootball at University of the
Pacific.
My interest in Pacific football be
gan in the days of Eddie LeBaron, and
has continued through the Dick Bass
era (when I was a student athlete on
the Pacific track team with Dick) to
last season's winning team.
Division I football at Pacific has
been beneficial to the entire athletic
program at the University. It helps
link the community and area to Pa
cific. Football brings positive national
attention to Pacific.
One of my personal goals for
1995 is to provide additional support
for Pacific football, the total athletic
program, and the university.
Les Dabritz '57
I

1

Support Conservatory
DEAR EDITOR:

I would like to acknowledge two
special musical performances by the
students of the Conservatory of Mu
sic that I was fortunate to have expe
rienced recently.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble
performance on March 14 was a mar
velous evening, with a wide variety
of program selections demonstrating
the outstanding technique and pro
fessional musicianship of band mem
bers. A few innovations in the pro
gram kept the evening moving, in
cluding guest conductors, a very tal
ented soloist, and a unique "in the
round" piece which highlighted the
instrumental variety of the ensemble.
Most importantly, two hieh school
bands were in attendance after day
of workshops by Conservatory fac
ulty, an excellent recruiting method
which increases the visibiPt of our
university.
Then I happeneu to be in >ttendance at the March 26 appearance o
the University Choir at the Annun
ciation Cathedral. Again, the profes
sional quality of the singers was no e
worthy, combining with the r'c*\0'
gan sounds to create music vvnic
uplifted the spirit. This performanc
can be viewed as a form of comm ^
nity outreach, enhancing the itnag
of the University among Stoc
residents.
,
There is a rich resource of inu
cal talent on this campus, with
many opportunities to relax an
joy beautiful music at the Conse ^
tory concerts. These c°ncerts are tu.
expensive for faculty and free t°r
dents. I encourage the campus c
See Conservatory po9e

J
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Letters to the Editor
Conservatory
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continued from page 8
munity to support the efforts of these
Conservatory students and faculty
whose dedication to their profession
brings us such joy and serenity to our
lives.
Cindy Spiro
Asst. Athletic Director

Neo-Nazi Fascist
housing policies
DEAR EDITOR:

A warning to my fellow students
who currently reside on campus in
the many residence halls and apart
ment complexes, Neo-Nazi Fascism is
alive and well in our campus commu
nities! This shocking trend has come
to my attention; big brother is watch-

^t^gofcourseaboutQur
beloved Office of Residential Life and
Housing, and the many underlings
under its control! I find it hard to
believe myself, but the evidence is
Pm" ^Uiet hoursReJd r Assistants
" making
Resident
"rounds "
an entire handbook (The Tiger's Lair)
devoted to telling us what we can't
do, students being "written up" for
the slightest infraction of rules, hall
ways and public areas becoming "no
mans land". These shocking trends
mark the demise of any and all liber
ties we enjoy as citizens of the United
States of America. To what end are
these policies being persuade by the
new Fascist regime on campus you
ask? Well I think that answer is
simple, when our residence commu
nities are totally devoid of any fun or
spontaneity, when students become
mindless robots that simply exist in
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From the
original animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Nancy Travis,
Tim Curry and Dweezil Zappa.
With music by Frank Zappa.
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their little cubicles, then, and only
then, will the brutal dictators in the
Office of Residential Life and Hous
ing and their twisted cohorts be sat
isfied, knowing that they have sucked
the life out of every community on
campus. I for one will not sit idly by
and watch this happen, I ask you to
join me in the fight to take back our
residence halls, it is time we stood up
for our rights to life, liberty and the
pursuit of a good time in the campus
community of our choice!
Richard Scott Miller

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Pacifican welcomes
letters to the editor.
Drop a letter in campus mail,
fax it to us at 946-2195,
or e-mail your comments to
pacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu.
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Diversity and
consciousness;
Expanding our
boundaries
The annual celebration of diver
sity was presented during the week
of March 10-16, due to the untiring
and commendable efforts of Sharon
Chang and the rest of the Celebrate
Diversity Staff of the Anderson Y Cen
ter. Various workshops, panel discus
sions and related activities were
hosted on UOP campus, by different
groups and organizations, under the
banner of "Expanding our Boundaries
through Consciousness."

GUEST COLUMN
Wenona M. Brown
For those of us involved in the
preparation and presentation of the
events, as well as for those in atten
dance, it was truly an informative and
enlightening experience of individual
reckoning and introspection regard
ing the extent and level of our per
sonal and corporate awareness and
sensitivity towards diversity, in its
many forms, aspects and manifesta
tions.

Diversities of all sorts are very real
and are encountered, on a daily
basis, in all of our lives.
The topic of diversity is not elu
sive nor is it a purely abstract con
cept, to be philosophically explored,
entertained briefly and discarded. It
is not a speculatory hypothesis, wait
ing to be proven or scientifically sub
stantiated! This is a reminder to us
all that diversities of all sorts are very
real and are encountered, on a daily
basis, in all of our lives. On a personal
level, we need to continually strive
towards fostering amicable connec
tions and relations between ourselves
and other individuals, in hopes that
sensitivity, caring and understanding
will be generated from us and
through us into our community, our
nation and eventually our world!
In the profound words of William
M. Chase, "Diversity, generally under
stood and embraced, is not casual
tolerance of anything and everything
not yourself. It is not polite accom
modation. Instead, diversity is, in
action, the sometimes painful aware
ness that other people, other races,
other voices, have as much integrity
of being, as much claim on the world
as you do...And I urge you, amid all
the differences present to the eye and
mind, to reach out to create the bond
that...will protect us all. We are
meant to be here together."

The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.)
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They re funny
F

MasterCard
SH1B

DODO
SANDf

like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard card. Then

395b 1S50
-iS 2/96

you could use it to buy the things you really want.

GLASER

A n d w i t h t h e s e C o l l e g e M a s t e r V a l u e s c o u p o n s , y o u ' l l save u p t o 40%. A n d u n t i l
y o u g e t y o u r o w n place, it's t h e s m a r t e s t t h i n g y o u c a n d o . R o o m m a t e s a r e w e i r d
e n o u g h as i t is. M a s t e r C a r d . It's m o r e t h a n a c r e d i t c a r d . I t ' s s m a r t m o n e y .

(
RUNNER

TIRTC/iKVED

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CI)

SPORTS

FREE Fair of Shorts (A $23 Value)
Run away with savings and our shorts, too. Receive
a FREE pair of shorts (a >23 value), when you pur
chase
<>r more on your next catalog order and
use your Masterl "ard* card, ("all 1 -800-55I-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRI'-0720.
I Ht,-r v.tlul 1' f

1

in S • l|/'»5.t Mli-r valid o
. M.ivivrt Tir«l" i ii.I (
I with .11 >v mlu-r lira i

Ifestertfclue*''

Choose either the Red album, with hits from I9(>2
to 19M (2<» hits including: A 4 lard Day's Night,
Ticket To Ride and Help)or the Blue album, I9t>7
to 1970(28 hits including:Sgt. Pepper's LonelyHearts Club Hand. All You Need Is Love, and
Revolution). Huy one 2-( 'I) set for '25.98 (a *31 >8
value) or get the pair of CI) sets for '47.98. To
order call 1-800-313-3323.
l >thr valid 2/1 /*« to 5 U 'IS t Uler valid-HIIVOI
l»urell.«ses using a Masterl ar.f «ar«l. I HUT may noi
in- eiHiibiiH-d witli any "titer "Her or draiMint.
Shipping ami handling.LUKIOIMI ($4 S" pT
asklress tit lite USA ) I least- a. Id ippli, ,il<4s- sales
tan (»Her v.ml when- pnthihrttil.

IfestefVaueC

Collvg* J«w«lry

SAVE UP TO S120
Your college ring, from ArtCarvcd, is .1 keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $3(1 on 10K gold, $90
011 14K gold or $120 011 18K gold, ( all I-H00V52-7(H)2 for more details.
< Hler valid 2 l/*»5 to 5 U "IS < Xl. r valid
sully on purtlwss-s using a Masts-rl aril" sard
< oupon may not IH- I omittiKll with any
oilier s'stupoti or shss ount « Hls-r doc* not
apph to shipping anil handling, l imit one
sirsh-r p i person SOIIM- limitations may apply

Pieptforimports
a change
ICIO

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase
Save 40%

Join the duh...aiKl save 411%. off the '25, three-year memIvrship fee when you use your MasteK iard" card. Enjoy
discounts of up to Strs. on contact leiises, passes, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #1 Vision ("are
Service", l or more details, call 1-8MMJSA-LENS and
mention otter 101.
BUffif

CH)s-r .111.1 , <H||HMI v.iTi.1 2/1 '»5 <«• S/i»/*>5.
I >th-r saint mils mi purs-haws using :t
MMfCaril* urtl. ihfer S.H,I whrn*
prnliibiisd |>y l.i w.

D

"feterVakjei'

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes.
You could use a good deal. Pier I can supply both.
We'll take 15% off your total purchase of all regular
price items, from colorful pillows to fun framed art.
All the supplies school calls for. plus 15% off when
you use your MasterCard* card at Pier 1.
I >Her athl eoiipon valid 2/1 /V5 to 5/41/75. < Hfi-r valid only on purchases
using a Masterl .sr»f* . ard < Hls-r valhl on regular pru eil mersiiaiithse only,
fxchules ek-aransv and sjk- items.sk-fcvsfy ainl other icrvhv slurgevt "upon
must IH- redeemed at tin- tune ofpiiretoaw.« Mh-r sku-s not apply to prior
purchases .uhl laniHH be used to pir<-h.ise ( lift
( 't-Ttifii ates. I ioupttt is I Kit valul m cnmbiital
with any other sxttipon or discount. (!oupon
vahsl at all Pier I ssHupany stores and partici
pating ti JIK IIIM- stores.< loupm &44«..
< >t»er Not Valid Without This C.

up°n

4fetervau^

4600-ltf ROSE"
IWIMMfenMI

SAVE UP TO 25%

Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette

Show the special people in your life how much
you care! Save 2<l% on all floral arrangements and
gift baskets of *28.45 or more, and get 25% off a
dozen roses when you use your MasterCard* card,
("all l-HfKF-THE-ROSE before 1pm and have your
special gift delivered the same day!

Here's music to your ears...save '2 on one CI) or
cassette priced *8.99, or more when you use your
MasterCard" card. One *2 discount per coupon.
COUPON #493
lVHi-raHil.onp.il valid 2-1/'»5 to V U-"»S Oiler Valid .inly nit pur* fuses ttsmg a Maslerl "arsf* < ar.l Cash re.k-iiipion value I/2H. I >tls-r
v«M«| wliere proliibited. l.sss-.l or restrn led ( '."tipsHI
itiav nor IH- i niiibiiM'd witli any mhs-r dts. OIIIK.
pf tifikr I:s. lutfes
_C0tlfGf.
sale III rt liaudise.

C
Offer Not Valul Without This Coupon.

3

t Hler valid 2/ !/•* to 5/41/')5.1 >lU-r valid only on purchases using a
Masterl ar.f" card. I liter valid on products pru ed $2M.45 or more
Applicable sak-s tax and service charges are a.khtlonal
CoupMl ts not vahsl with any otlu-r special "
or SUMIMIIII. « >Hi.-r valid only on dclivs-nes
within the Continental Unites! States,

Ntimtfy dcltvory

pUr««cJ.

T I M I

CJOUfGf

/VfestefV3kies"

H Carnival

Till. VH 1ST It HIT-IK CMTM IJNK IS THE VMHUJ*.

CRUISE AND SAVE. PLUS
1CECEIVE A FREE FANNY PACK*
Cruise the "Fun Ships""and save up to $4<Ml per
cabin on 3- or 4-day cruises when you use your
MasterCard* card. Cruise for as little as $299 per
person. 3rd and 4th passengers cruise FREE! Call
1 -84Ml-352-3454 for information and bookings.
West Coast callers dial: 1 -8<M>-(>33-0220.
Ask tor I'OII EGE MastrrVahls-s* Savings! i Hh-r vahsl SHI ss-k-sts-d sailings
through Pi*'5, holiday Ida. kouts apply Must Iniok l»v 5.4l/'»5 OlisT valid
onlv on pun liases using a Masts-K aril* . ar.l Kats-s art' ps-r ps-rssut. skiuhlsIH. up.iiK v. cnuss-'Oiilv with air add oils avaiLibh*
Port . hargs-s 'tccs and built art- askhtional t >tl«-»
subts-st to availahiltrv and not sombiiiabls- with
any othsT tlist omit Ship's Rs-gtstry: l ilnna
lt.iham.is. •Doultls- /ip|H-rnyloii "paras huts-"
p.nk Willi blas'k- .is(|ustahlr waist strap.

W A I N I I
ONS HOUR

MOTOPHOTO

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos are
priced at *9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction guar
anteed.Act now and get one video FREE when you
buy three and use your MasterCard" card. Call
1 -8<M1-862-71(HI for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLECT MasterValues*' offer.
< ltli-r valid 2/1 - *>5 to 5/41/'>5 ( >tk-r valid only
SHI purs liass-s using a Masterl "artf S aril. I >HIT
may not lv ciniibiin-sl with any other otli-r or
slissstunl UHit valul for U S. residents only.
Voul where prolnhils-d.

49%, Off A Special
12-Week Subscription
Invest in your future and stay on top of current devel
opments with ITic IVilli Street Journal. For a limited
time only, pay just *23 for a 12-week subscription
to the nations leading business publication.To Like
advantage of this special offer, call 1 -8(H1-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NE.
P»r« li-

Oiler.ind coupon valid 2/l'')5 to 5 l|.")5. Cash rs-sk-niption value
I /2tl. I >tliT v.tlul sully on purs liases using a Masts-rl "arsf* Cord. Limit
litis-1 iitipon per i iistonis-r lianiHtt be s omhttis'sl
with any other ollrrs. < >tler \ alisl on ( '-41
prsks-ss, 45 IIIIII liliii. and standard size prints
only. Otls-r valid at partis ipatmg *tors-s stnly.

Otter Not Valid Without This Coupon.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

r valid 2/1

50%, Off Film Developing
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotolMioto...the best place for better pictures guar
anteed! Take 50% off the regular price of processing
and printing when you use your MasterCard" card.
Call 1-800-733-f>(»86 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1.

'S to 5 41 "»5. Otls-r v.
s using a Masts-rl :aril*

^feterVteJu^

SAVE 15%, ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer
of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and more.
Use your MasterCard* card and save 15% on a pur
chase of *75 or more when you shop at any one of
our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1 -HO'L344—4444, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the
store nearest you or for a FREE catalog.
I >tls-r valid 2. I /')5 to 5. 41 V5. < >ffsrr valul stnly mi ptitvhjsi-s using a
Masts-rl 'arsf* s ard. Otls-r nstt valid on s s-rbiin purs hass-5. May not IHsstmbitis-sl with Frs-s|Us-nt liiiyirs'" I'r"gram. Prut- Matshmg Pollsy.
.uii tinii purchases. s>r othgr disisiunt* or promotions.
Not valid SIII purs hass- sit"gift is-rtilic.'ts-s sir on
prcvistus purshass-s. The diss stunt is appllsabh1st. and the iniiiiiiium purs-li.iss- based s>n
nu-rt haikfiss- pnss-s stilly, and s-xsludn tax,
^
,
shipping and tax on shipping
I'siiipsm Ks-s|uirs-sl. PONCODE: H

"> 19V.S Mdstt rildhl liih rtutioiul hu\^r\^r,iu ,i
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Kate Lamping
Arts and Entertainment Editor
946-2115
klamping@vmsl.cc.uop.edu

Acclaimed Angeles String Quartet
to perform diverse medley Sunday
See story page 12

Arts & Entertainment

"The Pacifica

Concert
preview
V.WK.CH picric.rr

Angeles String Quartet returns for April 2concert
THE PACIFICAN
Friends of Chamber Music brings
the acclaimed Angeles String Quartet
back to Stockton on April 2 at 3 p.m.
in Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
The quartet concludes its current
season with a Hollywood flourish.
Alert film fans will hear themes
from "Between Two Worlds," "The
Sea Wolf," "Devotion" and other vin
tage movies in the 1945 romantic
String Quartet No. 3 (Op. 34) by the
late Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
Korngold was a Viennese emigre
who became one of Hollywood's most
successful composers, and whose film

// . . i
a j
w/mm
scores /-for "Anthony
Adverse"
(1936)
and "The Adventures of Robin Hood"
(1938) won Academy Awards.
For its return visit, the ensemble
will also play the Quartet in B-flat
Major (Op. 2, No. 6) by Haydn and
the familiar "American" Quartet in
F Major (Op. 96) by Dvorak.
Nelson Zane, an FOCM board
member as well as the Visual and Per
forming Arts Coordinator for the San
Joaquin County Office of Education,
will give a 2:30 p.m. program preview
open to concertgoers without charge.
The Angeles String Quartet
"owns the full measure of virtuosity

.

«
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The Angeles String Quartet
has been praised for its
'superb ensemble efforts.'

and musical maturity," according to
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and has
been praised for its "passion and su
perb ensemble effort" by The Wash
ington Post.
Its members—Kathleen Lenski
and Roger Wilkie, violins; Brian
Dembow, viola; and Stephen Erdody,
cello—organized after their first per
formance together in 1988.
Since then, the group has gone

i concert halls and at
music festivals throughout the United
States and Canada.
Last summer the ensembie ap
peared at the Oregon Bach Festival
Mozart festivals in Vermont and San
Luis Obispo, and at the Steamboat
Springs, Grand Canyon, Round Top,
and Sedona music festivals. The quar
tet also participated in the First
American String Quartet Congress at
the University of Maryland.
FOCM concerts are presented in
cooperation with the Conservatory of
Music. UOP students (with student
identification cards) are admitted
free.
miKir fp^tivak thrmiahnnt tKn 11.

Video review

'Natural Born Killers': Yes, another look at that controversial film
N. QURBAN REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writers
Guess what time it is. It's Howdy
Doodie time! You can say that again.
It's Howdy Doodie time. In all serious
ness, it's time for another revealing
review.
Up for this week, Oliver Stone's
"Natural Born Killers," starring
Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis,
Tommy Lee Jones, Robert Downey,
Jr. and Rodney Dangerfield. You may
be interested to know the story was
written by Quentin Tarantino, who
also wrote "True Romance."
Right. And allow us to explain
why we're reviewing a film on video
and not experiencing firsthand the
Seat Uncomfortability Scale. Because,
bluntly, everything in the theaters this
week sucks.
Naturally, the only logical alter
native was to seek out a franchised
video rental establishment, where we
searched diligently for a worthwhile
alternative rich in cinematic content.
And after an hour we headed to
McDonald's to search out refreshment
in the form of orange milkshakes with
"Natural Born Killers" in hand.
But alas, we had more luck ingest
ing the film than any orange shakes.
We had to settle for strawberry. And
no we don't get free cheeseburgers or
hot apple pies for plugging Mickey
Ds. Instead we'regonna plug Mickey and
Mallory Knox, two enchanting and huggable serial killers.
Technically, Nathanael, they're

Warner Bros.

Woody Harrelson is Mickey and Juliette
Lewis is Mallory in "Natural Born
Killers," now on video.
mass murderers. You say TOE-MAYTOE, I say TOE-MAH-TOE. You say
PO-TAY-TOE, I say PO-TAH-TOE.
TOE-MAY-TOE, TOE-MAH-TOE. POTAY-TOE, PO-TAH-TOE. Let's call the
whole thing off.
But wouldn't that annoy both our
loyal readers? So what? What differ
ence does it make if we lose two lousy
readers?! Do the math, putz! That's
100 percent of our readership. Details.
"Natural Born Killers" opens with
images of natural born killers: snakes,
hawks, wolves, scorpions, and a de
caying buck carcass strapped to the
roof of a redneck pickup. And from the
get-go we are plunged head-first into
Stone's in-your-face editing and evoca
tive cinematographic technique that
make this film the aesthetic orgy that it
is. The camera is always tilted at least
ten degrees off of square.
Maybe that's why so many people

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.

left the theater when I saw this film origi
nally. They liked it, but had forgotten
their Dramamine. Too bad. They
missed Stone editing together color,
black and white, animation, nega
tives, and good, old-fashioned still
photos.
And the color motifs are inescapable.
Key Lime Pie green pervades in the Drug
Zone and, by definition, repeats during
the prison sequences. And of course
there's plenty of red, in both costume and
set decoration. This is Oliver Stone's "Red
Desert." Through the prism we wit
ness our heroes achieving interna
tional fame rivalling the Super Bowl
and fuzzy Coca Cola polar bear com
mercials.
And Stone repeatedly pokes fun
at various American institutions, in
cluding psychobabbleology, televi
sion of the 1950s and its audience,
modern Hollywood productions,
1990s situation comedies complete
with laughtrack, and Jack Scagnetti:
fast-food culture cop, hack writer, and
all-around pervert.
Fortunately, Stone's ideology is
not nearly as perverted. Mickey rep
resents the unleashed id. He pulls
Mallory and Wayne, a tabloid TV
journalist played by Downey, into
himself. When Wayne says, "I'm
free!" as he plugs prison guards, he is
revelling in freedom from the super

<\° K ' V,
14t y
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

MftlMr
3 2 0 2 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CA 9 5 2 0 4
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF ALPINE AVE.
Mon - Sat
1 1 : 0 0 am - 9:30 PM •MaaiMlXAiM

TV

ego, the rules of society. And this re
bellion is ultimately his undoing as he
is gunned-down by Mickey and Mallory,
who survive by virtue of their love for
each other and because it is their fate.
So when you see the Key Lime Pie
green, think of T.S. Eliot and "In my
beginning is my end," Eliot's encap
sulation of fate.
Since we blew it and forgot last week,
here are this week's Best Bits.
Nathanael? In further recognition of
Eliot, this line from the opening scene
when Mickey says, "Let's give that key
lime pie a day in court. And a big ol'
glass of nonfat milk, if you please.
It was a difficult decision, as great
bits abound in this film, but I think
I'll have to go with the spotlight
close-up of bald-headed Mickey in
prison. Totally cool.
If you haven't seen "Natural Born
killers," do. If you have, see it again.
By no means have we mentioned
everything in the film, but now you
have some idea of what to look for.
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Restaurant review

Paradise found
at Breadfruit
Tree in Lodi
CLANCY M, NOAILLES
Pacifican staff writer
Now that the rain has been
replaced with blue skies, The
Breadfruit Tree opens during
summer hours and gives electricity
to a season of sunsets that was lit
by candles. The restaurant is lo
cated only ten minutes away. Take
1-5 north to Eight Mile Road, at the
exit take a left, at the stop light take
another left and in Paradise Point
you'll find a restaurant that will
blow your mind — if you have the
jerk chicken, it will blow your taste
buds.

The Breadfruit Tree
8095 Rio Blanco Rd.
(209) 952-1000
Prices: $10 a plate with $3 drinks

¥

I

7 =Avoid it, 2=Fair,
3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding
Breadfruit offers no appetizer,
but a Red Stripe before dinner
should get your mouth ready for
Caribbean, Jamaican, and truly
unique food. The best non-alco
holic drink, known as Swonk —
similar to iced tea, but so tasty that
the owner will not give out the
recipe — should be tried by all. The
truly adventurous should try a
Mamba, an African Malt Liquor
with an alligator-sized bite. Every
drink is served in a freezing cold
mug.
The menu changes daily, but
the style remains the same. Mespo
Noodles are clear noodles with
chicken or a combination of goods.
There are also Pelaus, Seafood,
Combo, Ital (Vegetable), Chicken
piled with rice. The specialties are
Carib Style Pork Steaks, Glazed Beef,
Curry Chicken, Spicy Hot Chicken,
and Jerk Chicken. The last is Vinci
Fetti, fettucini that has serious
sustain.
My guest ordered the Seafood
Pasta, went wild and almost ate the
entire thing before mine was at the
table. I had the Jerk Chicken that
was almost half a chicken and
probably the most flavorful and
powerful chicken I've ever had. The
server, curious if the chicken was
too hot, brought me a glass of
water, also served in a frozen glass.
This food was out of this world,
and served with a hot red pepper

See Restaurant review page 19

Indigo Girls,
friends
revive
'Superstar'

*
4

JOEL SCHW1TZER

Pacifican staff writer
i—""

In the early seventies, the musi
cal world came to terms with the idea
of the rock musical. A concept started
in 1968 with the adventurous "Hair,"
this genre became firmly cemented
into the public awareness with An
drew Lloyd Webber's "Jesus Christ
Superstar." Twenty-five years later,
touring productions of this show still
make their way around the country.
With the release of "Jesus Christ
Superstar -A Resurrection," the Indigo
Girls, Uncle Green, Michael Lorant
and other mainstays of the Atlanta
music scene pay homage to this
work's influence.
Interestingly enough, the title
role is played by Indigo Girl Amy Ray.
While listening to the part of Jesus
played by a woman takes a little get
ting used to, it really works well.
Other main roles on the disc are
Emily Saliers as Mary Magdalene,
Michael Lorant as Judas, and Gerard
McHugh as Pontius Pilate. The twodisc set is an enjoyable faithful ren
dition of the work.
This faithfulness is not totally
desirable, though. It would have been
nice to hear a few more risks taken
musically. There are some interesting
changes in instrumentation, but the
end result sounds much too similar

Too much skin,
not enough action

s &
~1
*1 a

So as to not offend my film
teachers, Dr. Borden and Dr. Lutz,
I'll simply say this: Adam Egoyin is
a master of post-modern cinema,
and I can appreciate what he is
trying to do. After viewing his film,
"Exotica," I had an intrinsic desire
to analyze it, decipher its meaning,
and for that matter, its purpose.

. *

M
m
fHi f
Courtesy Arista Records

Amy Ray and Emily Sailers are the
Indigo Girls.
to the original.
While the album is definitely
worth owning, it is questionable
whether or not it is worth owning
this version as well as the Broadway
version. There just doesn't seem to
be enough in this update to warrant
spending the money on it if the other
one is already owned. If 1 didn't own
either of them, I would suggest lis
tening to each and deciding which
one is more to your liking. Unless you
are independently wealthy, then by
all means, get them both, heck don't
forget the movie soundtrack while
you are at it (Note: sorry about the
sarcasm, folks. Just kidding about the
movie version — best avoided).
The one time this album does go
out on a limb with the music is a dras
tic mistake. The most well known
song, "Superstar," is terribly mangled
by the band Social Insanity. From the
added opening line "Jesus is back in
the 90's with a new funk," to the
backup singers singing the initials JC
over and over, this song is a strong
argument for buying the original
Broadway version.

Thaied Together Soup
This is a delicate soup that balances many ingredients to integrate taste and
lots of ingredients. This is what you'll need, to feed four,
two cans of Coconut Milk
four green onions
two large skinless and boneless chicken breasts
olive oil, salt, fresh cracked pepper, thyme
one clove of chopped garlic
red pepper flakes
1/2 cup of cubed tofu
1 12 pound of jumbo prawns
1 /2 cup of morel, or shataki, or Italian brown, or white mushrooms
TJ

iCsUePasvf but keep an eye on the soup as it will burn easily. Marinate the
chicken in olive oil, thyme, salt, and pepper. Heat all ingredients on medium
except prawns and chicken, garlic and olive oil.
At the^ame time, heat up a frying pan. Once the pan is heated add the olive
oiL Cook on each side on high for two minutes the reduce heat so the inside
° MeMhrtiu and mushrooms start to feel soft, and the chicken is finished, cut
• CU hite sized Pieces and add to the soup. Wipe the pan with a paper towel.
R
e
t
u
r
n to Medium heat, add the prawns and garlic. Only cook for a lew secReturn
^ are finished, put into the soup.
°Jet the p r a w n s continue to cook in the soup and all the flavors will come
together. Enjoy!
, —MJW—••••!—

.
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.Recipe by .Clancy. M. Noailles

THE PECULIAR FILM CRITic"
Jason McFaul
But, so that I do not offend that
special breed of student who actu
ally reads this article, I'll say this:
the streak is over, the cat is out of
the bag, and the buck stops here.
For two weeks in a row I gave
positive reviews, but somewhere I
must draw a line. Somewhere I
must say, "Hey, these floors are
dirty as hell, and I'm not gonna
take it any more."
Egoyin's "Exotica" shouldn't
have entered the theaters, but it
should've gone straight to video. I
can appreciate its significance in
the film world, but I think it's
misleading when it's promoted and
advertised as a movie with the
intent of entertaining its viewers.
Moreover, what about the poor
souls who haven't acquired any
education in the form of film
analysis? I bet they leave the theater
more confident to perform openheart surgery on a mule than to
explain any aspect of this wild-eyed
movie.
And action? I've seen more
movement in a dead goldfish. In
fact, reviewing movies for the
school is usually fun. But after this,
I'm gonna have to ask for a raise.
This was the first time I ever went
to the concession stand in a movie
theater and ordered coffee.
There are probably some people
out there, however, who would like
to know what this film is all about.
Well, I could probably write an
entire dissertation on the meanings
of "Exotica," and I still might not
be right; so I'll simply say this. In
"Exotica," we see naked ladies,
lesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and
more naked ladies.
The movie is very deep (and I
applaud its depth), but I can not
endorse it as one that the students
of UOP should spend their hardearned dollar on. "Exotica" will <
probably win all kinds of critically
acclaimed awards for God knows
what, but it will not win my sup
port. Give it a 2 on the Seat
Uncomfortability Scale, I give it two
thumbs down and a pinkie on the
inverted Siskel and Ebert scale, and
I'm writing a letter to the govern
ment, informing them that the
viewing of "Exotica" would be an
ingenious form of torture among

future prisoners of war
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Knterta in inert

N B A P r o b a s k e t b a l l a t t h e O a k l a n d C o l i s e u m w i n d s d o w n wit I
eight more Golden State Warriors games scheduled in Af
Join the excitement on April 1 and watch the
Warriors and Minnesota battle it out at 7:30 p.m.
Call Bass tickets for more information.
Ticket prices range from $9.75 to $90.

Thursday. March 30
ON CAMPUS
Housing Sign Ups. Students
who want to live on campus
need to sign up. Commons
Room. 8a.m. to 5p.m.
Health Fair. More than 25
booths. McCaffery Center. Free
cholesterol testing for the first
100 students, Blood pressure
readings, and raffle. 11 a.m. to
1:30
Wellness Night/ Festive
meal. Dining Halls: Callison,
and Grace Covell
Mocktails and Band. Jessie
Ballyntine courtyard. 4:30p.m.
to 6:45 p.m.
Campus Crusade For
Christ, 8:00-9:15 p.m., Wilson
Hall. Everyone is welcome
Financial Wellness Speaker.
Rick Hendrix of Primerica Fi
nancial Service. 8 p.m. to 10
p.m.
Movie. "Star Trek Genera
tions. McCaffrey Center The
ater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
La Perichole performed by
Cabaret Arts & Opera Too!. Le

Bistro Restaurant, 1-5 and Ben
Holt Dr. Dinner seating, Din
ner & Show $40 per person,
6:15 p.m. Dinner, Dessert
$20 per person 7:15 p.m.
Stockton

Friday, March 31
ON CAMPUS
Choral Concert: Oriana
Choir, Pacific Singers & Uni
versity Chorus. Edward Cetto,
conductor. Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall. 8 p.m.
"The Figure: Altered and
Distressed." at Richard
Reynolds Gallery in the art
department. Open 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. Free
Community Involve
ment Program's Hispanic
Youth Conference. All Day.
Call 946-2436 for informa
tion.
Pacifica Folk Dancers. A
showcase of international
dance. Callison Dining Hall.
7:45 p.m.
Pacific Night Live kick-off
party promoted by cross
roads. Alcohol free college en
tertainment. 8 p.m. to 12
p.m.

Movie. "Star Trek Genera
tions. McCaffrey Center The
ater. 8 p.m.

Tremors. DJ music. Vene
tian Square, March Lane and
Pershing. 9 p.m. Stockton
\ Call 952-3473

TIGER SPORTS
M. Baseball vs. San Jose
State. Billy Hebert Field. 7
p.m.

Satordaii. Rprill

ON CAMPUS
Music. "April Fools in
| Concert." Join the conserva
OFF CAMPUS
tory faculty for a lightGyuto Monks/ Tibetan
| hearted musical spoof. Faye
Tantric Choir Sacred music of
Spanos Concert Hall. 8 p.m.
Tibet. 8 p.m. Santa Cruz Civic
Auditorium, Santa Cruz. Call
Art in Graduate School,
(510) 429-3779
paintings and monoprintsby
' Lodi resident Jan Dove.
La Perichole performed by
Knoles Hall. 8:30 a.m. to 5
Cabaret Arts & Opera Too!. Le
Bistro Restaurant, 1-5 and Ben p.m.
Holt Dr. Dinner seating, Din
Movie. "Star Trek Generaner & Show $40 per person,
| tions. McCaffrey Center The6:15 p.m. Dinner, Dessert $20
i ater. 8 p.m.
per person 7:15 p.m. Stockton
TIGER SPORTS
Silverado Country Danc
M. Baseball vs. San Jose
ing. Hot country music in a
I State. Billy Hebert Field. 1
totally authentic western at
mosphere. Must be 21. The p.m.
Silverado Dance Hall & Sa
M. Volleyball vs. San Di
loon. Hwy 99 between 8 mile
ego State. Spanos Center. 5
RD & Morado LN.
p.m.
Black Angus. Top 40's and
Oldies. 2525 March Lane,
Stockton 9 p.m. Call 951-8900

OFF CAMPUS
Eleventh Annual Chil| dren & Youth Day at
Weberstown Mall. Job oppor
Papacito's College Night.
tunity information, club
DJ music. 9:30p.m. Stockton
informtion, recreation activiCall 951-9915
,
<1'i; ties,. jazs, Jjfthfl, ar/4, fashion

show. Opening I
at 10 a.m. Stocktoj
Gyuto Monks/
Tantric Choir Sac
sic of Tibet. 8 p «

^ruz v.iv».
Santa Cruz. Call (SI
3779
Beatrice and B
A comic operetblj
Shakespeare's Mi
About

sotim l

Church, 2138 c^
Berkeley. J16 8
mission, S« »
mission. Call (
8575.

A's vs. sm

clubhouse st
BASS tick®

1.

cr;

s°n- OaK

rAX |
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S E C T|o N

Pacific Live Kickoff Party!
An alcohol and drug free event Tons of fun.
Come sumo wrestle, listen and dance to DJ music. Raffle, prizes,
food and much much more.

Friday, March 31, 1995
from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. in the Common Room.
All UOP students welcome.
fige, White Kops, Screw
{tag Way Right will be
Timing. A few blocks
M Weber from 15, take
Mer exit east first stop" lake left at Lincoln.
j- Lincoln. $7 admisw Doors open at 7:30
{Stockton.
I >lurder by Misadven[ A pair of producers
[.. Perfect crime for a
pwn film just as their
TOhip starts to sour.
°n Civic Theater. StuUJ Tickets at $5 are
r 'he box office five
w before the perfor' °P-m. Stockton
™

A1pha

Delta Car
76 on the cortf/ch and Pacific-10
lUjj P-m- Donations
n'on

Gave* ^"g*18-

Lesbain
StaL
at
!e theatre. 1307 J
J'Modesto. Happy
i P-H- Showtime 8
5"edy Night

April 2

J j CAMPUS

Profile Day, all day,
®«We. Contact Ad't'ce for informa-

tion. Call 946-2211
Movie. "Star Trek Gen
erations. McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.
Alcatraz & Kan Zaman.
Includes transportation,
Alcatraz tour, and dinner.
Sign up in ASUOP. San Fran
cisco & Haight Ashbury $15
TIGER SPORTS

M. Baseball vs. San Jose
State. Billy Hebert Field. 1
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

tus professor of history and
international studies, talks
about "50 Years of New Ja
pan." Bechtel International
Center. Lunch free to UOP
students, $2 or $3 for others,
noon to 1 p.m.
PRSSA meeting with guest
speaker Jim Simmons from
Tosco Refinery Company.
Knoles Hall, room 210. 4:30
p.m.
HIV Testing. Free & Con
fidential. Cowell Health Cen
ter. 6 p.m.

Tremors. DJ music. Ve
netian Square, March Lane
and Pershing. 9 p.m. Call
952-3473

Music. UOP Percussion
Ensemble. Allen Brown, di
rector. Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. 8 p.m.

Mail. April 3

Movie. "This Happy
Breed." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.

O F F CAMPUS

Tiger Athletic Lun
cheon, all sports, Joe
Wortman and Quincey
Noble, speakers; Plaza Hotel,
March Lane and El Dorado
Street. Noon, $7. Call 9462UOP for ticket informa
tion.

Tuesday. April 4
ON CAMPUS

Tuesday World Forum.
Leonard Humphreys, emeri

TI GER S P O R T S

M.
Volleyball
vs.
Stanford. Spanos Center. 7:30
p.m.
O F F CAMPUS

49th Annual Junior
Grand National Rodeo, Horse
and Stock Show. Cow Palace,
San Francisco. (415) 469-6000
"Murder by Misadven
A pair of producers plot

ture."

the perfect crime for a televi
sion film just as their partner
ship starts to sour. Stockton
Civic Theatre. Student Rush
Tickets at $5 are sold at the
box office five minutes be
fore the performance. 2:30
p.m.

M. Baseball vs. Nevada.
Billy Hebert Field. 1 p.m.

Wednesday, Aprils

Sunday. April S

ON CAMPUS

HIV Testing. Free & Con
fidential. Cowell Health Cen
ter. 9 a.m.
Movie. "This Happy
Breed." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.

M. Baseball vs. Nevada.
Billy Hebert Field. 7 p.m.
Saturday. Aprils
TIGER SPORTS

TIGER SPORTS

M. Baseball vs. Nevada.
Billy Hebert Field. 1 p.m.

Tuesday. April 10
ON CAMPUS

HIV Testing. Free & Con
fidential. Cowell Health
Center. 6 p.m.

Tluirsdaij. April 6
ON CAMPUS

Composers Club Con
cert. Featuring works by
Brian Hammons, Terry Hun
tington, Mark O'Brien, Kerry
O'Conner, & Carol Pittman.
Free Admission. Student Re
cital Hall. 8 p.m.
Associated Students of
the School of Education
meeting. School of Educa
tion, Room 205. 12 Noon.

Friday. April 7
TIGER SPORTS

Hani an even! listed
in Hie calendar?

It's free!
Call Rlyson at
[209] 940-2119
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8l Entertainment

Music Review

'Basketball's Best Kept
Secret' should be better kept
JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVE!

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DM

Off Film Processing
comes back from vacation! (4/15/95)

j

l l l l l l l l l l l l H
With this coupon receive 1/2 off our regular
price for color print film processing

| | V

Under the "L" in Lincoln Center
,
(Pacific & Ben Holt. 1.5 miles north ofcavgL
M-F 9:30-6:00, Gat 9:30-5:30 ' 477'&

Gluskin's Cameras Audio
35mm color print film

(C-41).

No! valid wHh ottier offer/discoun!. Expires 4/15/95. Have a

j,50.

1995

^fe-^-Entertainmpnt
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
Restaurant reviewSei",eld' (Ban,am' SS " »

Orations on **

p'ec^lcs ?lCriCht0n' (Ba"an,ine'

*»• harassment in

whipping News," by E. Annie Proulx. (Touchstone tnxw
NewsPaPer(ireturns to his childhood home after his wife's death
Ldal Psycho Jungle Cat," by Bill Watterson. (Andrews h
,
I95.) Latest Calvin and Hobbes collection.
McMeel,
aen Soup for the Soul," by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor H^n«n ru ,l
punications, $12.) Stories for the heart and spirit.

pSSff&'&SSF'
'°Umey

<Ba"an,ine'

N°W'"

«•"•> "» -e,

ffantan,,

Lpirc Lestat," by Anne Rice. (Ballantine, 56.99.) Mesmerizing story
y
Ithe vampire, now a rock star.
"
•aced By the Light " by Betty J. Eadie with Curtis Taylor. (Bantam $5 99)
man s near-death experience.
'

0

tie Women," by Louisa May Alcott. (Pocket, $5.50.) Story of an extraoraryNew England family based on Alcott's own childhood.

Hby "The Chronicle of Higher Education" from information supplied by
J pstores throughout the country.

continued from page 13
sauce and apple chutney on the
side. The seafood fettucini was
cooked perfectly and included crab
meat, oysters, cauliflower, zucchini,
shrimp, and more. Both were
served with a small salad on the
plate that complimented the meal
perfectly.
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the sun set over the Delta. The
entire place is hand painted with
pictures of a tropical paradise. I can
only tell you that the sun shines a
little brighter over there, and the
food runs much better.

The Breadfruit Tree amazed me
and made me glad that summer is
almost here. So often, I can figure
out what is in a meal and make it
better and for less at home. I
couldn't even begin to figure out ail
the ingredients in the pasta!
We later enjoyed bread pudding
with ice cream and fresh coffee, as

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 am.
Monday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
J32A GRANDCANAb BLVD. 'i • STOCKTON. CA OS207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE
Catering Available

REPLA

CD * LASER VIDEO » TAPE!
WNVL rhoords

840 Beniamin Holt Drive • Stockton, CA 95207
MON-SAT 1 OAM- 1OPM

• SUN 12-8PM

Now in stock: New Imports from Pearl Jam, Helmet, and Nirvana.
Metallica picture discs, box sets, etc!
customer service

The University Computer Store is your

pie Computer Discount Center
Macintosh® Performa® 636CD
Indudei all this software:
•

^ CD-ROM*, including: The New Grolitf Multimedia Encyclopedia and TIME
Almanac
8 prt installed Kifiware programs, including ClarisWofks® 2.1. American Heritiage
Dictionary 3rd Edition and eWorld™

Includes everything you need to get started:
•

Computer, extended keyboard, and mouse

•

Double speed, internal CD-ROM drive

•

Built-in speaker. 16-bii CD stereo sound

•

6 expansion ports, 3 expansion slots

Technical specifications:
•

<>6/33-MHz Motorola 6SLC040 microprocessor

•

H

•

250 megabyte hard drive

megabytes

of RAM

nmm m

Want To Connect With The Best?

While other companies talk about exciting innovations to come, Sprint is
already there
leading the nation in providing telecommunications relay
service. We've been providing exceptional service to California residents
for over three years. Don't you deserve to link up with a leader?

m&M

1.4 megabyte floppy disk drive
•
•

System 7 software preinsrallcd
Ready for PowerPC™ upgrade

•

Ready for advanced multimedia upgrades

Monitor not included

«njosh Performa 636 CD

'1,160.23

Color StvIeWriteC 2400
The affordable, bigh-per/ormance color and black-and-white ink-jet primer. The
Apple Color Sfylewriler 2400 prints fast-drying. water-resisrant ink at'speeds up to
rhree pages per minute for blad; and white and up to 0.3 page f*r minute for color.
•
•

360- by 360-dpi resolution for text in black-and-white and vibrant color printing
ColorSync# color-marching technology ensures accurate color matching

•

choice of 64 scalable TrueType# fonts

•

ariraaive. compaa design

•
•

prints on a wide range of media
ColorShare™ technology enables printer sharing over a variety of networks

•
•

supports oprional LocalTalk# module
complies with EPA's EnergyStar guidelines for energy-efficient operation

_StyieWriter® 2400

'397.73

*

?-&3fLam=5pin•.Saturday.;J2nooa- 4 pm.-

Requirements include:
Ability to accurately type 45 wpm
Ability to work a flexible schedule
High School diploma or CED
Join our training class scheduled to begin May 15. We are looking for
temporary part-time morning Relay Agents. Consideration for full-time and
part-time regular positions will be given as vacancies occur. If you are
available to work part-time (4 hour shifts) between the hours of 6am and
2pm please give us a call. You must be available to work any day of the
week. Relay Agent pay is $6.50 per hour to start.

1-800-407-Hire

reference job EG4GXA

'v-ersity Computer Store . ,
"V Book Store • University Center • (209) 946-2320

As a Relay Agent you'll enjoy the satisfaction of knowing you are truly
making a difference providing service to people with special
telecommunication needs.

AppiC

Sprint.

Sprint is an equal opportunity employer and a drug alcohol screening employer.
We also maintain a smoke-free environment.

*
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Star Trek:
,he

swShtaJJ

of the successful series C
Picard (Patrick Stewam
James T. Kirk (William a
finally meet face to face ,
24th century. An astiono!
phenomenon bridging
frames brings the original
of the starship Enterprise
the television cast togethe WrS
their most treacherous mil„s to
ever. Picard must rescue nder
from a powerful force that
els through space where
present and future conv ^
Rated PG, March 30-April :flltl'n*
reks.- ^
This Happy Breed" m a0
Based on the play by :;hley.
Coward, this nostalgic acc lowed
of a British suburban family ,e thr
their row house that sun ;-ed o
two wars expresses the ind ,onate
table spirit of the Eng
people. Not Rated, April 4I Yea

"Hoop Dreams"
Winner of the audu .
award for best document;
the Sundance Film Festiva
film spans five years in theI
of two talented, struggling
ner-city youths who ate 'JP ca
cruited to attend a prep schfou
This landmark film docum
not only their athletkachi. ^

h

If you've ever thougj
about making y°" w

You Can Call Us Your Family
When you need a FAMILY DENTIST you
can trust, we extend our family to you.
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry
> Bleaching
> Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• Easy and Gentle Care
• Ultrasonic Cleaning
> Most Insurance Accepted
• Fillings, Dentures

beer, now is your chanc

• Customized Cosmetic Evaluation
and Treatment
• Video Imaging
• Tooth Colored Crowns
• Located Close to Campus
• Relaxed Atmoshpere

7273 Murrray Drive, Suite
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549
[FREE CLAjS

We value good communication—all concerns that youhave wibe answered.

Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH
One Coupon per Person • No purchase necessary • Expires 12-1-94

Lester H. Low, DDS

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association

Call NOW for your preferred appointment
Member: American Dental Association,
California Dental Association,
"San Joaquin Dental Society

474-3333
Member Pacific Athletic Foundation,
XD UOP School of Dentistry Alumni Association

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT: DIRECTOR OF PR0G^stBdi^
A growing central California churcn
church is looking
loowny
tion,eva L
duca
dLJCatk
their United Methodist program ministries including
verseeing
in1
and missions. This person would be responsi
and ass '
. children's and adult's education programs, the rec
progra^
/vf new mAmWnro
onH the
fho children's
/^KHHrPfl'S flPlCl
of
members, and
and VOUt
Minister
a "|
ul
The
applicantiiuau
can be o'uroi
either «
a lay person,
edu
minirnunn
I «l" appuoai
^
. ho
,
pf|jnirM
Ordained Minister. A Bachelor of Arts degree if
{u|| tim®_
requirement. The position can be either p
^odi,p
Contact First United Methodist Church,.200tWes
Phone 209-368-5357
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If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll Be Towing!"

^

I

^ P°r All Occasions
Corporale Gifts
Personal
Naughty and Nice

Liz Dyer-Owner
ner

CJ?C0,ate^rs

Gourmet Foods
Custom Designs - A Specialty

,|

onn

A^[CC Local

209-474-8415

BMT TOWING
24 Hr. Emergency Towing"

1011 S. Aurora St
Stockton, CA 95206

delivery
#

Stockton. California

; years Ago (1990):
ns to alter the academic
jider are in the works. Inded changes include shortLg semesters to 15 weeks and
[lending Christmas break to 6
eeks.. A bomb threat was ai
MX, according to President
jchley. The announcement
(lowed a threat that said there
tere three bombs randomly
toced on campus and set to
tionate March 20.

Pioli s
Art floral
Shoppe
563 E. HARDING WAY
STOCKTON CA
466-5534

jood luck UOPBasketball & Volleyball!
Congatulations to all the new
Greek members!
Show someone you CARE Send flowers

Years Ago (1975):
icilities and apartments in I
diversity Center were evacu-1
pd March 20 after a message
p received that a bomb had
TR 'anted in the bookstore.
mpus security searched, j
,J|fo nd no bomb was found, j

Glamour Portraits

Grand Opening Special!
Free Photo Session
(reg.$39.95)

f ars Ago (1960):
'nge in tuition was and, but a $25 increase in
g fees was announced.
Years

Ago

(1925):

^fornia has 1.5 million cars,
°unced the department of
|0r vehicles, after reviewing
"Nations since 1905.
:vJn'^rences 'n production, some years
y cases S^,a^er issued during this week. In
"iformation was not available for
"me frame.

before
Photography Sessions Include:
Complete Make-Over and Hairetyling
4 Wardrobe and Accessory Changes
12 Professional Poses
Normandy Village
8118 N. West Lane #107A

Stocklon.CA 95210
209-952-I9TO

FORMAL
CONNECTION

y.

®'f

i 702 Porter Way
Stockton
(Porter Station)
477-2442
TUXEDO RENTALS
HUGE VARIETY OF

'can Cusine and
^3
-ktail Lounge
Lincoln Center
477-9614
2
c °ff any dinner
0fT1bination with
j.s_c o u p o n
x

STYLES
LOTS OF COLORS
IN CUMMERBUNDS
Sc T I E S

0c

U O P STUDENT DISCOUNTS

BRING THIS AD IN FOR .
15% OFF TUXEDO RENTALS
Porter at pacific behind the Shell Station

i
J

^

-

(209) 463-8006
(800) 588-4TOW

D

#

Paid Advertisement

Giving Up Drinking
Isn't Giving Up Good

URING high school I Started
trying to be obedient to the requirement
drinking alcohol with friends at
not to dnnk alcohol.
fw. i Part,eS Soon 8c"'ng drunk with
I had not heen drinking for quite
friends was a regular weekend occur
some lime when I was invited to a party.
rence. I thought I was having fun until
I went, and that night I decided to drink
some of the things I did while I was
again to see if I was missing out on any
drunk had unpleasant results. And these
fun It wasn't fun at all! I got really sick.
negative consequences seemed a lot
And
right in the middle of feeling ill, it
more permanent than parties.
struck me as absurd that I had thought
I was totally at a loss as to what to do.
that giving up drinking-and the di//y,
One day when I was feeling totally alone
out-of-conlrol feeling that went along
and helpless, I remembered some of the
with it-was giving up something good.
things I'd been taught at the Christian
God never requires us to give up any
Science Sunday School my mother had
thing
good. The Bible says of God in
occasionally taken mc to while I was
Psalms,
"No good thing will he withhold
growing up. Wc had a copy of Science
from
them
that walk uprightly" (K-l; 11).
and Health with Key to the Scriptures
^^^^Irank^afier thai. I never felt as
by the Discoverer of
though I'd given up any
Christian Science, Mary
thing. Alter that cxperi
Baker Eddy. I started
Because we're
cncc I would gti to p.irtied
reading it and learning
and not drink. And I hail
about God and about my
spiritual, we can
more fun than I had evcij
spiritual identity as His
rely
completely
on
imagined was possible]
loved child. Little by little,
The
first chapter of Gen
God
for
our
joy
and
as my thinking started to
csis tells us that man is
change, my life began to
happiness.
made in God's image andj
straighten out.
likeness. So if we're like f
I was so pleased with
_,
God. we can express,
what I was learning and how things had
Gods joy all the time wherever wc are.
worked out for mc that I wanted to join
I didn t get a lot of peer pressure to
The Mother Church and the branch
go back to drinking. Some of my friends
Church of Christ, Scientist, that I was
even told mc secretly that they thought
now attending regularly. Church mem
it was nice that I could have so much fun
bership, however, requires that you be
without drinking. I think this was be
free of any use of alcohol or drugs cause my main concern was pleasing
healed. I could understand the reason
God. It really didn't matter to mc if my
for this. Christian Science heals without
friends approved or disapproved of what
drugs, and it teaches us to rely com
I was doing, because the important thing
pletely on God for our joy and happi
was to be obidicnt to God.
ness. Mrs. Eddy says in Science and
Eventually my friends changed. The
Health, "There is no enjoyment in get
new ones didn't drink. Instead of going
ting drunk, in becoming a fool or an ob
to parties where drinking was the main
ject of loathing; but there is a very sharp
activity, I became involved in activities
remembrance of it, a suffering incon
such as skiing, diving, flying, and hiking.
ceivably terrible to man's sclf rcspcct"
Christian Science showed me what a
(pp. 406-407).
good time really is.
I really wanted to meet the require
ments for membership, but I still won
A Free Christian Science
dered if by giving up drinking I was giv
Lecture entitled "How to take
ing up something good, something fun!
Charge of Your Health Care" will
be given in the UOP Rotonda on
What's wrong with a few drinks now and
April 7th at 8 p.m. All are wel
then? Mrs. Eddy points out in her Mis
come .
cellaneous Writings: "Strong drink is
unquestionably an evil, and evil cannot
The fruit of the Spirit is love,
be used temperately: its slightest use is
joy. peace, longsuffenny
abuse; hence the only temperance is to
gentleness, goodness, fcuih.
meekness, temperance:
tal abstinancc" (p. 289). She says a lot
more about the subject, and I was really
against such there is no law.
Galatians 5:22.23
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Computer lost your registration? No parking?
Write your gripe or praise down and send it in!

il

DEAR EDITOR:

s

A\

NAME:
PHONE NUMBER:
(FOR VERIFICATION)

T

!

MAIL YOUR LETTER TO: OPINION EDITOR,
THE PACIFICAN, STOCKTON, CA 95211
FAX YOUR LETTER TO : 946-2195
CALL YOU COMMENTS IN TO: 946-2115
L.

H

E

MeeHlq news fni the OOP Communitii since 1966

Ucifican
\-h 50, 1995

Diana Phan
Classified Advertising
946-2115

,23

ever. Call Chris @9511182

FUNDRAISER
<500 IN 5 DAYS
KS GROUPS,
MOTIVATED
UALS. FAST,
VO FINANCIAL
ATION (800)
1 EXT. 33
AT COCKTAIL

j! Send $2 to
nme Ent., 216
Ste. B, Modesto,

1

J RENT

'J»m 4 rent

250/
furnished, split
- B, non-smoking
and no pets,
wods area - Call

172-2277.

R SALE
(CINTOSH LCII.
' Indudes moni'-•board, and softGreat for typing
i Will last for

4x4 82 Ford Bronco
mint condition, loaded,
all options, $8,000 OBO
478-7000/951-4848.

JOBS
SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT: High Sierra Re
sort needs workers for
all or part of the sum
mer season. Salary plus
room and board. (209)
245-4760.
Immediate open
ing. Full-time associate
position available for a
well-established general
dentistry office; Span
ish-speaking preferably
and interest in working
at fast pace offices a
must. Please send CV
to: Attn: G. Pelaez, 600
Coffee Road, Suite 118,
Bakersfield, CA 93309.
Delivery Drivers earn $8.00 - 10.00/hr.
Flexible hours, perfect

part-time job! Apply in
person: 4343 Pacific
Avenue Domino's Pizza.
RESIDENTIAL
CAMP STAFF: Camp
Jened serves adults who
have a wide range of
disabilities. Join our
summer staff and have
an incredible experi
ence working in the
Catskill Mountains in
New York. Jobs avail
able for counselors, pro
gram staff, cooks and
nurses. Season runs
from June 1 through
August 24. Good salary,
room and board, and
partial travel expenses.
Call 914-434-2220, or
write CAMPJENED P.O.
BOX 483, ROCK HILL
NEW YORK 12775.

PART-TIME JOBS
Mark Beldon Struc
tures seeks Civil Engi
neering grad or senior
to complete calcula
tions on structural
buildings. Call 293-

3357 or 293-3111.
Boys and Girls Club
of Stockton seeks Tuto
rial Coordinator and Tu
tors for High School Stu
dents. $6/hour. Flexible
hours. Contact Tom
Hall 466-1302. Older
Graduating Senior want
house sitting position
for one year. Call 9423164.
Computer Land
seeks accountant for ac
counts payable and re
ceivable and daily book
keeping. 20 hrs/week.
$6.50/hour. Contact
Elias Boudamen, 4731241.
UOP Summer Quest
seeks Teachers for June
16 - July 1 at Feather
River Inn summer camp.
$400 + room + board.
Contact
Bertram
Chatham, 946-2424.
Kelly Services seeks
graphic artist for imme
diate opening in Lodi.

$10/hour with Benefits.
Macintosh knowledge
required. Contact 9510898.
National Opinion
Research Center seeks
Research Interviewers
for S. Joaquin county
area Interview project.
Contact Anne Ander
son, NORC Field Office,
2933 SW Nevada Court,
Portland, OR 97219, fax
resumes and letters to
(503) 639-9697.

FULL-TIME jOBS
3M Media seeks Ad
vanced Sales Services
Coordinator to serve in
customer service and
administrative capaci
ties. Contact Melanie
Lewis 2050 West Fre
mont, Stockton 95203,
466-5021 ASAP! Call to
arrange an appoint
ment.

tant position with Sac
ramento investment/
Mutual Funds firm. Po
sition requires account
ing courses, but not nec
essarily accounting ma
jor. Contact Kami ASAP,
(916) 920-2600, FAX
920-2718.
Personnel Solutions
search firm has immedi
ate position available in
Menlo Park Public Rela
tions firm. Contact An
gela 2370 Watson Court,
Suite 220, Palo Alto
94303, (415) 323-4300,
FAX 812-7650.

Conracf Career Services for
mole information on fullLocdfed across
Pacific Avenue
in McConchie HaU.
Or call 946-8361.

Personnel Resources
search firm seeks candi
dates for Fund Accoun

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
YOUR
NAME

\

YOUR
DEGREE

„ w

YOUR
MAJOR

Jb •11

*
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,I( )STENS
Date: March 29-31 and April 3-4
Time: 10-3
Place: McCaffrey Center

Ge°ff

The Pacifican
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Tiger
.Sports
Updates
Cheeleading try-outs
Men and women are encour
aged to participate in open
cheerleading try-outs next month.
Friday, April 28, 6:30-9 p.m.
clinic)
Saturday, April 29, time TBA
clinic)
Sunday, April 30, time TBA (fi
nal try-out)

Women's cross country
There will be a meeting on Fri
day, April 7,1995, 3:30 p.m. at the
Student Center for women inter
ested in competing on the 199596 Cross-Country team. If you are
unable to attend this meeting you
may leave your name and tele
phone number at the Athletic De
partment 946-2472 for Coach
Felicia Rowley.

Upcoming sports events
Baseball vs. San Jose St.
Friday, 7 p.m., Saturday, 1 p.m.,
Sunday, 1 p.m.at Billy Hebert
Field.
Men's Volleyball vs.
San Diego State
Friday, 7:30 p.m., Saturday, 4 p.m.
at A.G. Spanos Center
The men face Stanford, Tuesday,
7:30 p.m.
Tiger Athletic Luncheon at The
Plaza Hotel, Monday April 3 at
noon.

NCAA news
Prospective athletes will need
to score at least 820 on SAT to be
eligible to compete as freshmen
this fall at colleges in NCAA Divi
sions I &I1.
The cutoff point used to be
700, but because of a change in the
way the S.A.T. is scored, those who
take the test this spring won't have
to perform any better to score
higher than before. A score of 820,
out of a possible 1600, will be
roughly equivelent to 700 under
the old system.

G00dman
t? !•

NCAA swimming

UOP earns
aquatic
prominence
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
Freshman Liesl Kolbisen and se
nior Brad Schumacher returned from
the NCAA swimming championships
All-Americans.
Not bad considering that both
were the only swimmers representing
the University of the Pacific.
Kolbisen placed 11th and earned
honorable mention All-American
honors by swimming a 23.26 50-yard
freestyle in the women's champion
ships in Austin, Texas.
"With swimming, you have to
swim your own race in your own
lane," Kolbisen said. "You have your
own training and your own taper. If I
swim my best race and people pass
me, there's nothing I can do about
that."
Kolbisen was just getting warmed
up. The Half Moon Bay native fin
ished in 12th place in the 200-yard
freestyle but turned in her best per
formance in her specialty, the 100yard free. Kolbisen's 50.01 was good
enough for seventh place and another
All-American acknowledgment.
UOP finished 27th overall, as
Stanford edged Michigan to claim the
team title.
All-American status is nothing
new to Brad Schumacher. The senior
from Bowie, Maryland joined Cal's
Matt Biondi as the only athletes to
achieve All-American accolades in
both water polo and swimming, his
sophomore year.
Schumacher qualified for the
NCAA championships again this year
by winning the 200 freestyle in the
Big West meet for the third straight
year. His 50 and 100-yard freestyle
times also qualified for the NCAA
meet in Indianapolis.
And Schumacher was poised to
make sure that he and UOP got there
share of glory on a national level.
Schumacher swam the 50 in
19.95, good enough for sixth place.
In the 100, Schumacher swam the
fastest time by an American in 1995
during the trials at 43.17. His time of
43.31 during the meet earned him a
fifth place finish.
See Swimming page 26

Georgf Si

Left opposite/middle-blocker David Ottenfeld (#5) swats ar kiWpas]
(#14) ofCal Berkeley in Pacific's first season as a Division I team (D

-VoatB

Men's volleyball

Tigers flourish in second
NCAA seasons
LEE CARLANDER
Pacifican guest writer
With the UOP women's vol
leyball team already established as
a proven Division I NCAA national
power, the men's volleyball pro
gram set out three years ago to du
plicate that success and continues
to make progress.
Joe Wortmann, the current
men's volleyball coach, and John
Dunning, the women's coach, were
instrumental in generating interest
in starting a men's program. An as
sistant coach for the women's team
for five years, Wortmann coached
a men's club team for two years on
the side before starting the men's
program at UOP at the Division I
level.
Wortmann cited Russell
Gan as one of the key recruits for
the program. Gan, then Orange
County Player of the Year coming
out of high school, came in as a
freshman in 1992 and started at the
setter position.

Mdei
rat;

"As far as I can gather
Gan is a legend in the high school.
club volleyball ranks," Wortmann^
"It was interesting [play1"*
first season] because everyt in

new and we had nothing o
said. "It was definitely a lea

.

PerienCp,ciHc»as.he

f;.s..«i

h i s t o r y o f t h e competitive

^J

P a c i f i c S p o r t s Federation
m a t c h e s i n i t s first year a
T h e y d i d l o s e t h e i r shar

^

t h a t first y e a r i n arguablytn
league in the country.

(

1 3 i n leap

t e a m is 5 - 1 3 overall a n d 1 - D '
play.

"The league t
amazing," Gan »»d^ pl.o
bad teams and we pret y
p)ay
Top 10 school every tim
el
Las. yea,
schools that were r.an rtateatl^
tional Top 10, San Dieg
^31
1
and Long Beach State_a
$ for
"Those were big ^
said sophomore opP°*lleyboll po?
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Softball

Tigers look flat in March
BRAD HUNGERFORD
Pacifican Staff Writer

Alexandra Garschagen/The PacifKao

&chell slides safely into second base during a game against UNLV.

jers' win streak ends at
hands of the Rebels

DHUNGERFORD
an Staff Writer

eonly thing bad about being
(in streak is that everyone
Itobreak it.
r topping St. Mary's, UOP fimded the streak by losing to

Tigers first put their four
''^winning streak on the line on
J'fywhen they took on the St.
* D°ns at Billy Hebert Field.
dP scored early when Ron
doubled home Scott Mitchell
drst to take the early 1-0 lead,
ps added two more runs in
fond capitalizing on four walks
*° hit batters. Randy Paulin
tain Johnson scored the runs
'Tigers making it 3-0.
fMary's put its first run on the
|j'n the third when Bryan
doubled and then scored on
% Mark Whiley.
Ps Johnson singled home
W then scored on the front
"double steal to establish a 5Weat the end of the sixth.
l ary s closed the gap in the
^hen Kelly Asan doubled
0 funs to make the score 5frsreliever Mike Mastagni finrgame for his first save, while
Ith C . e H e a d q u i s t ( 1 - 0 ) T e 
Win' scattering seven hits
rn
Th°Ut ^our *n ^ve innings
ore J1e tigers won the game
fto f ^ increasing their win
f<.L 1Ve games and winning
>r 'ast ten games.
conference put the
test
once again. Unfor7

DCe\ 1UCk W 3 S n o t s h i n i n 8
s T'oys as they lost
1ofo,
wee to the UNLVRunnin'

In Las Vegas, two UOP win streaks
were snapped in the loss to UNLV.
UOP had won five in a row and Ti
gers pitcher Dan Reichert (5-2) had a
string of five victories snapped. Both
teams scored in the first before UNLV
pushed across the deciding two runs
in the bottom of the fifth. Ryan
Plughoff had three of UNLV's nine
hits. Ryan Hankins tripled in the goahead run in the fifth and scored on
Travis McLendon's sacrifice fly.
UNLV's Nate Yeskie (8-1) stopped
UOP with six hits, one a triple by
Mike Abernathy.
Saturday wasn't any better for the
men in black. Lack of runs proved to
be a problem as they could only score
two runs on ten hits. Scott Mitchell
threw six innings giving up seven
earned runs on ten hits and recorded
five strikeouts before turning the
show over to Kevin Sumter. Sumter
threw two innings giving up only one
earned run on three hits and striking
out three in the process.
Trying to salvage one game of the
series the Tigers sent go-to guy Ron
Lewis to the hill to attempt to shut
down the Rebels. And Lewis proved
to be as effective as he's been for the
past month. Lewis improved to 7-0
as UOP defeated UNLV 10-6 on Sun
day in the final game of the three
game series.
Lewis allowed 12 hits and walked
5, but still managed to go the distance
to keep his record perfect.
The Tigers (20-9, 1-2) scored four
runs in the first on just one hit, a
single by Tim Schmierer, who led
UOP by going 3-for-3.
The Tigers will play a non-con
ference game Tuesday against St.
Mary's before returning to conference
action against San Jose State this
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

Do you think that Brian Kolze is
anticipating April's arrival? March
hasn't been too kind to the UOP lady
Tigers having won only three games
this month and only one of their last
thirteen games. Granted Mother Na
ture has kept them off the practice
field for most of the month but I
don't think that is the problem. Far
too may times the Tigers have taken
a lead into the sixth or seventh in
ning to watch it slip away.
Last week was no exception. At
Bill Simoni Field the Utah State Aggies
made a clean sweep of the four game
series over UOP. The Aggies rallied
for three runs on four hits in the fifth
inning to win the first game. UOP
pitcher Brandi Phillips (2-10) paced
the Tigers at the plate going 2-for-3.
In the night cap, UOP led 2-1 until
the sixth when Utah State's Tanya
Norton doubled home two runs off
Phillips to create the final margin.
Leslie Rodgers started the game for
the Tigers before giving way to
Phillips in the sixth. Beth Cornea led
the Tigers with two hits while scor
ing both runs.
This weekend the UOP softball
team traveled to Sacramento to play
in the CellularOne Capital Classic.
They played in a bracket with teams
like: Northwestern, Oklahoma, Utah,
and Hawaii.
The lady Tigers were faced with a
major challenge having to play three
games on Saturday. At twelve noon
the Tigers took the field for game one
against Northwestern University.
Northwestern struck first putting up
two runs in the top of the third. But
UOP answered back with two of their
own in the fifth. They then took the
lead in the bottom of the sixth when
they scored one run. Would this end
up like the precious seventh innings
of recent? Northwestern scored one
in the seventh to send the game into
extra innings. In the bottom of the
ninth with the bases loaded UOP
catcher Carolyn Wilson stepped up
to bat. Wilson hit the game winning
grand slam homerun to give the Ti
gers a 7-3 victory.
Rodgers went 7 innings giving up
three runs on nine hits but had to
settle for a no decision since Phillips
came in during the ninth inning with
a tie score. Phillips threw two innings
allowing no runs on no hits striking
out four.
In the 2:30 game the Tigers took
on the University of Oklahoma. Un
fortunately, there would be no report
performance. Oklahoma took the
lead in the first and never looked back
scoring one in the first, three in the
second, and one in the fifth while

only allowing one UOP run on only
four hits.
The 6:40 game had the same re
sults, another Pacific loss. Phillips,
after throwing 2 innings in the noon
game and 1 in the 2:30 game, took
the mound to battle against the Uni
versity of Utah. Unfortunately the
Tigers couldn't get any runs across the
plate and had to settle for a 2-0 shut
out. Phillips threw the complete game
allowing 2 runs on 4 hits and Corriea
committed one Tiger error.
The lady Tigers had the rest of the
night off to heal sore arms and try to
salvage at least two wins in the tour
nament.

Alexandra Garsehagen/The Pacifkan

Fielding errors have been a part of
Pacific's recent letdown on the softball field.
Sunday morning the Tigers took
the field for their fourth game in two
days against the University of Hawaii.
The Tigers scored first when Melissa
Miller scored off Tristan Austin's
single in the third inning. But sadly
enough that would be the only Tiger
offense for the day. Hawaii scored
four runs in the top of the fifth and
held on to a 4-1 final. Rodgers came
back and threw four and a third in
nings then she was relieved once
again by Phillips who threw two and
two-thirds innings of work. Rodgers
received the loss giving up four runs
on two hits, three base-on-balls and
striking out five Rainbows in the pro
cess.
The good news is that March is
almost over and Spring seems to be
here. Maybe the Tigers will now be
able to practice on the field. April is a
new month and let's hope that the
girls have just been too involved in
March Madness.
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Uesl Kolbisen, UOP's first
female Ail-American swimmer
TANISHA CARDEN
Pacifican staff writer

Darren M. Antonovich/The Pacifican

Liesl Kolbisen, also enjoys waterpolo.
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Swimming
continued from page 24
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"I didn't think I was quite that
fast," Schumacher said regarding his
fifth place finish, "but I wasn't surprised at all. I had the confidence 1
could do that type of speed from the
way I've felt the last couple of weeks."
Though Schumacher was without
teammates Jim Wyles, Tedder
Stevenson and Ken Olofsen, he as
Pacific's sole participant, placed UOP
18th overall. Michigan captured the
team title.

College of the Pacific Student Association

Majors Faire '95!
Thursday, April 6
Presidents Room, 6-9p.m.

Undergraduate (
Research Scholarships

Are you an undergraduate interj^
in research? If so, research an
travel scholarships are ava
^
Come discover the diversity of majors
offered in the College of the Pacific! Contact C.O.P.A. for more inform*
All freshmen are encouraged to attend!
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• BASEBALL • BASKETBALL
• FOOTBALL • NON-SPORTS CARDS
GREAT SELECTION
OF SINGLE
cards-stars & semi
stars, veterans, rookies,
commons single
cards gaiore!
Baseball, Football &
Basketball

5

morning. Updated ski information is
the Sundance Sports snow line at

Ca"'n9

We accept ATM & checks
Quafcy Drive-Thru

Phone Orders 952-6261
4601 Pacific Ave.
1 Block SaUh Of MarchLane

TANNING • FITNESS

H$enef

Pampered Lady
20% |
Qentlemen Welcome/

•4 TANNING BEDS

•1 TANNING STAND-UP

STUDENTj

•7 TONE AMERICA TABLES

DSSOOUNTt

•STAIRSTEPPER, TREADMILL
STATIONARY BIKE

M

STUDENTS GIVE US
HIGH GRADES
We'll ship it to and from school.
We'll pack it, crate it, carton it,
and ship it anywhere in the world.
4719 Quail Lakes Dr.
aio

IMK/WML*

non

csNTiRso* mok«

/ O"VoZ /

v'Quail Lakes

We Ship Anything, Anywhere*

Shopping Center)

F r e e pick up available

Pizza Special
P ®°Off Any Large Pizza

in P°aner
have two lifts operating this week on ISO
of machine groomed and open powder.

l reflect the best estimate of conditions

VQW£SSOIC/rriE<)peN/W?3Ck»n

108 East Waterloo Rd. Suite 4 944-5627

Bowl has eight lifts servicing 100 percent of the ter^ar Bowl has a base of 192 to 336 inches and slopes are
Roomed and skier packed powder.

re

FRESHTAOUERIA
FRESH F1SHTACOG GARLIC PRAWNS
OKEWASTSt RHTTOGEGG A. POTATO
FRESH DEEP FRIEDCHSTERS
CHICKEN. CARNTTAS CARNEASAM
ULACK BEANS OCR SPECMLJY
KEOCLD FFELHSff Fryrrti rxtmatf
FRESH STEAMED ARHCHOKES

We've movedl
BIGGER & BETTER
for your convenience.

r

te: We are contemplating disconthe weekly ski report for the
of the season. If you would like
report continue or have any
S' .Wr'te to Pacifican Ski Report.
•s on page 2

CALIFORNIA

Wlh Capon

*

One Cotpon Per Pizza

SUN. THRU THURS. ONLY

Authentic
New York Style Pizza
Sandwiches Fresh Salads Soup
Draft Bear Wines

2300W. Apr»AnenuB(1Hoc*km15)

462-6668

$17.49

PLUS TAX

LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA
Large Famiy Salad Large Pfcher Soda

Expires 5-31-95
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Top Left:
Archania won
the Band Frolic
sweepstake award
Bottom left:
Price house won for
best residence hall.

Below:
Alex McDavid, assistant
dean of admissions, all
decked out as Master
of Cermonies.

